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Clarion Protects Penny On

Clarion Solicitors’ specialist intellectual property team is working with a new fundraising initiative, Penny
On, which is aiming to become the most instantly recognisable fundraising brand in the world by 2020.

The Penny On concept is a simple and effortless way to raise funds – retailers are able to adopt the
scheme which enables shoppers to add a ‘penny on’ at the till every time they shop. The millions of
pennies raised will be used to support sustainable projects in the UK and overseas with goals in line with

the Millennium Development Goals which include ending poverty and hunger, improving child health
universal education and environmental sustainability.

Leigh Martin, lead partner of Clarion’s IP team, said: “We have donated a considerable amount of time
and expertise to Penny On, undertaking extensive Identity Protection work on their behalf and advising
on the entire IP strategy. For a new initiative such as this, it is essential to look to the future and ensure
that as the organisation grows, the concept is adequately protected.

“Penny On is a brilliantly simple idea and has ambitious plans to establish itself as a leading fundraising
initiative not only in the UK, but also throughout the world. To date, we have been able to work with
Penny On to provide specialist IP advice aimed at protecting the charity in the UK, Europe, Canada, the
USA and beyond.”

Penny On’s consumer ‘effortless giving’ programme is launching first across the North West and then
rolling out with retail partners across the region. It is currently being piloted in Lancashire and Cheshire.

Stephen Bailey, CEO at Penny On, added, “Penny On’s simplicity is its strength. We expect the scheme
to be quickly adopted by retailers and the public and we are fortunate to have benefited from Clarion’s
specialist IP advice to ensure that our brand names and intellectual property are protected both at
home and internationally.”

Penny On founder, Martin Dewhurst, believes that Penny On is a timely vehicle for expanding the focus
on supporting sustainable initiatives. He commented, “Rather than compete with charitable
organisations for a share of the existing ‘charitable pound’ pilot studies so far have shown that Penny On
has the potential to expand cause related giving, therefore making more available. Penny On is asking
for such a small amount, literally 1p, that it really couldn’t be more inclusive. Our desire is to inspire
solutions to world issues, both on our doorstep and overseas, and to respond directly to what
communities want. Penny On simply wants to collect all the pennies together, which cumulatively will
add up to a staggering sum, and to redistribute them in the most effective and impactful way.”

Businesses interested in getting involved are invited to contact stephen.bailey@pennyon.com
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Editor’s Notes
Penny On
• Penny On is currently undertaking a pilot project in Chorley, Lancashire, the first place to adopt
Penny On, across various retail outlets, allowing customers the opportunity to add on just 1p to
the price of their purchases at the till
• 100 per cent of all donations at the point of sale raised through Penny On will go towards
sustainable initiatives
• Money raised at the till will be split 50:50 between local and international initiatives
• Participating retailers can identify a good cause of their choice or allow Penny On to allocate
funds on their behalf
• The running costs of The Penny On Trust are funded via the BSPO programme
• Penny On’s funding provision is focused upon facilitating inclusive, empowering and sustainable
solutions to the world issues highlighted by the Millennium Development Goals
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/

